John and Margaret Hall invite you and your family to

FARNCOMBE BOAT HOUSE
Boats for Hire and Moorings - Riverside Tea Gardens
Charter Cruisers
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6 Berth

CATTESHALL ROAD . GODALMING - SURREY
Telephone: Godalming (stp 04 868) 21306
400 yards off A3100 Guildford-Godalming road.

NANTWICH PLEASURE CRAFT
BASIN END

.

NANTWICH

.

CHESHIRE

New Fleet of 4-8 berth Steel Hulled Canal Cruisers
*Refrigerators
*Showers
、
F

eaturin

⑧

*Deisel Engines

*Excellent kitchen layout

Write for Brochure; Simolda Ltd. Martin Street, Crewe. Cheshire
Tel: Crewe 5741 1-3 lines.

CANAL PLEASURBORAFT (Stourport) LTD.
STOURPORT-ON-SEVERN, WORCS.

Tel: 2970

Closed-circuit Keel Cooling
Hot water to all cabins
Large fully opening windows
Gas cooking with oven and grill
Pye Transistor built-in radio

JE 荒 芙 花 芦

荒荒荒荒芦

Established in 1950 and the first to design and build Motor Cruisers
especially for use on the whole of the Canal and River network.
2 to 6 berth cruisers for hire

Electric Shaving point
Large Refrigerator
Formica Surfaces
Electric Lights
Foam Cushions

Illustrated Brochure on request

SNIPE’——

Capacity length 22 ft.

Capacity weight 27 cw!

Model 14/800 KD
Capacity weight 800 bs.
Capacity length 14 ft.

Available from 200 lbs. to
36 cwt. capacity, for boats

from 10 ft.to 28 ft. in length.
Write for our fully illustrated

foiders giving details of all

models.

LEW-WAYS LTD.
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Telephone: Brownhills 2565
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First powered boat on the Wey & Arun for 100 years.
Photo from the Wey & Arun Canal Society.
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branch and routes
CHAIRMAN'S

MESSAGE

Illtyd Harrington, our retiring Chairman, as it were, Alderman of Westminster, Councillor
of Greater London, recently I W A Council member and ex-Chairman of TWAA C, sends the
following message:

"It will be a source of comfort to some somnolent members to know that I must leave the
Nevertheless, there must
Chair of the Branch as from its Annual General Meeting in May.
To both groups I give my
be a few dozen others who will be sorry to see my departure.
please take whichever is applicable.
benediction or my sailor's farewell:

My departure leaves an administrative gap in the organisation, and as we all believe once
more in Participation I would like to see Sections and groups of members putting forward
nominations for this important post, to the Secretary.

I am very sorry indeed
The Association faces a year of possible success and expansion.
that I can no longer spare sufficient time to work with the stalwarts of the Branch Committee in our most valuable activity.
I shall now sit back and watch the nominations roll in."
Eset
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REPRIEVE?

—————

As we go to press, The Times carries a small piece on the future reorganisation thus:

- the Government Bill is expected to be introduced early in February via the House of
this implies a more simplified and less contentious measure
Lords:
- BW B "now looks as though it will emerge almost unscathed with few of its powers
and responsibilities removed"
- and it appears that the Regional Waterways Authorities "will have an advisory role,
rather than an executive role - at least for the time being."

others, that it was most probably inspired
Some may say that the report is only rumour:
How will
Still, it does give rise to some interesting conjectures.
by B 4 B anyway.
Will we still get all that Government cash
В Ш В behave, once its future is more secure?
And what of those grand consultative bodies such as the National Water Counpromised us?
If legislation fades,
cil, Water Space Amenity Commission, and our very own I W A A C?
does Participation likewise fade, or may we still see some form of consumer influence on
waterways policy?
The Editor

“WORKING

PARTIES

February sees another all-out attack by the London Group on the Southern Stratford, over

Really keen types are free to join
As will March, weekend 4/5th.
the weekend 11/12th.
Details, Nigel Stevens.
other groups who will be working on any of the other weekends.
(01-373-7234)
=
ョ
⑤
And reserve weekend 24/25 March for our first invitation to Droitwich.

The Branch Exhibition Stand is in need of the following items:
- colour photos of canals, boats and canal architecture, as large as possible but any
size would be welcomed
- any photos of canoes on canals and rivers

- a postcard display stand as used by newsagents etc, not too large
- any Marler Hayley display stand equipment
If any member can help please contact Ray Carter, 33 Beulah Road, Sutton, Surrey

Telephone Leatherhead 76728 (day) or 01-642-0243 (home)
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CHELMSFORD

RALLY

GOES

AHEAD!

Plans are rapidly progressing for the Branch's Spring Bank Holiday Boat Rally, which this
year will be at Chelmsford on the head of the Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation, a charming,
although isolated, waterway running up from the Blackwater estuary.
The dec.sion to hold the rally is due to uncertainty about the future of the waterway foll-

owing the termination of commercial traffic in March 1972, and the need to encourage other
traffic,
The Rally Committee plan that, with volunteer lock-keepers assisting, many boats will come
up the 13% mile navigation from Maldon.
Others may be trailer borne to the Rally site,
which is located at Kings Head Meadow, Baddow Road, a riverside space right in the town
centre.
A wide variety of activities are planned, including public trips by barge down the canal
and public boat trips up the River Can through the Town centre.
A Rally plague of a
unique design is currently being prepared.
Various trophies are planned for the most

enterprising boat owners.
Further details about the event can be obtained from Mr Howard Binns,

14 Fifth Avenue,

‘Chelmsford.
Members who are able to help on the rally day or beforehand should contact the Rally Secretary:
David Johnson, 27 Sandford Road, Chelmsford, Essex (Tel Chelmsford 50863).
The
rally committee are particularly keen to have additional committee members to help plan
this important first-time event.

OXFORD

RALLY

OFF!

Plans for a parallel Spring Rally at Oxford have had to be postponed, due to the lack of a
suitable site.

A team from Committee is currently investigating the possibility of holding an Autumn
event, probably at City Road Basin. . . more news in next "Windlass',

DIARY

DATES

February 14 at 7.30:
Narrow Boat Trust Open Meeting, with Mr P R Davis on the work of the
Transport Trust, of which he is Director.
Robert Aickman in attendance.
At the Barley

Mow, Horseferry Road, SW 1 - St James Park 8

February 21 at 8.0:
Oxford Section Brains Trust of experts on all waterways aspects:
Gen. Sir Hugh Stockwell in the Chair, Messrs Dodwell of IWA, Blenkharn of BUB, Arnold of

APCO, plus Oxford Angler plus City Alderman/Thames Conservator.
At Greycotes School Hall
Bardwell Road, Banbury Road, Oxford - coffee served - all welcome.
February 22 at 7.30:
Branch Meeting, with Harry Grafton of BWB Freight Services talking.
At ‘The Albert', Victoria Street - St James Park B - new members especially welcome.
March 6 at 8.00:

Oxford Section Annual General Meeting.

At Greycotes School, as above.

March 20 at 8.00:
Oxford Section meeting at Banbury, with Mr Gorst of Drayson Properties
on The Banbury Marina.
At The White Lion Hotel, High Street, Banbury.

March 22 at 7.30:
waterways.

Branch Meeting, with John Liley on his barge-cruise through Continental

BRANCH
COMMITTEE REPORT
aan
Nigel Stevens chaired the Committee meeting of 12 January, in the absence of Illtyd Harrington.
Two notable successes were reported:
Council had heard favourably our case for
keeping the editing of Bulletin within the Association; and was considering the legal implications of our proposed reform of Council membership, which would ensure that each
Branch had a representative on Council.
The success of the Branch Draw smashed all previous records, thanks largely to Geoff Bradshaw (who was also welcomed onto the Committee).
Other matters are dealt with elsewhere in ‘Windlass'.
>
Peter Harrison
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RIVER

STOUR

Members will recall that last winter members of the River Stour Trust, together with many

helpers, raised from a cut (where it had been sunk for over 50 years) one of the unique
Stour Navigation barges.
stream of Sudbury.

The barge was later towed to a mooring at Great Cornard,

down-

A fund-raising campaign has now been mounted by the Trust for the restoration of this
Each weekend for the next few months working parties are now being held to carry out the restoration work.
Providing the work can
be completed, it is hoped to have the barge sailing on the river next summer!
barge to its original condition when working.

Members of the Association are invited to assist in the restoration work which is an important part of the Trust's (and IWA) campaign for the reopening of this river navigation.
Volunteers should contact Frank Frecknall, 66 Cambridge Road, Stansted, Essex.
(Tel.

Stansted 2245).

OXFORD

CANAL

Hugh Compton reports more optimistically on the present situation:

- Clettercote Reservoir is still 8% feet down, but Boddington is only a foot down
- the summit pound is now full;
boats are being allowed over the summit only after permission has been obtained from BWB, and with BWB staff in attendance
- BUB are bringing a dredger over from the Brecon & Abergavenny canal;
the staff on the
Oxford canal is to be increased by over 20 men
- the new marina at Fenny Compton will have capacity for 300 boats
- 500 tons of granite is being carried by narrowboat from Judkins wharf near Atherstone
to the new marina being built at Napton
I
- a new trip boat is on order for a concern at Oxford to run a circular trip
from Oxford
via the Duke's Cut and Thames.

WENDOVER

ARM

The Branch's campaign to safeguard the Arm continues:

the principal and principled aim at
the moment is to keep the waterway available for future re-opening to navigation, when the
Grand Union will be crowded and mooring space short.
The current threat, as to other such
waterways, is of bridge replacements - here, at the A41 and at Little Tring.
The costs
and exact plans of both works are being investigated, to assess whether the channel will be
irreversibly closed.
Anyone wishing to walk the length will find an excellent towpath
almost from end to end - which is already an improvement on some years ago.

SITS VAC
Firstly, our thanks are due to those who have volunteered to fill positions advertised
in
previous editions.
Fully a dozen noble souls offered their services as Distribution Manager, which post has now gone to Mr & Mrs West of Ruislip.
And we even have separate
offers from a designer and a machine engräver for future rally plaques!
Further ways in
which you may be able to help are as follows:

Minutes Secretary required to succeed the irreplacable Ann Shepherd, who is sadly moving
away from London and the river, down to the South coast.
The job involves one evening a
month making sense of a Committee meeting, and another typing it all up.
Meetings are in

central London.

Offers (typed?) to David Gibson, please.

Regent's Canal Group:
this is made up of representative from four local amenity societies
plus I UW A, and concerns itself with commercial/amenity/architectural/town planning aspects
of the canal.
Oliver Turner is one Branch representative, keeping an eagle eye on the
City Road Basin plans:
a second is needed, a planning specialist perhaps, who should live
in the locality.
Offers, again, to David Gibson.
Towpath Walks:
your Committee feels that members might enjoy some organised walks along
waterways in the area.
Anyone interested in organising this activity should write to

Peter Harrison (and see the free London Transport booklet - Ed).
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GRAND UNION - NEW PADDLE GEAR

If you have navigated the Hanwell flight recently you will have
noticed that B W B have
converted the towpath bottom gate to the new hydraulic
paddle gear - the culmination of
the Board's efforts to find an easier and maintenance-free
paddle.
We have seen prototype gear on the Oxford's Napton flight, and on the
Brecon and Abergavenny, and probably
at other places outside my cruising radius, in various
states of repair.
These paddles
will take some of the strain out of "pleasure cruising
".
Early next year the whole of the Hanwell flight is to be converted
to hydraulic paddle
gear.
This will undoubtedly make the paddles easier — but I understand
that the gate
paddles are to be removed completely.
And look out all you people with single head
Grand Union windlasses - the spindles are 7/8" and not Grand Union
size at all.
Whereas the new gear is welcomed for its ease of operation
, there are some points that
are discouraging.
The gear on the balance beam is connected to the actual paddle
by
two rubber hoses.
These are visible and accessible to anyone with a sharp knife
eight small snips and the whole lock is out of action.
The gearing is easier ー I have
seen a strongish man 1ift half a paddle merely by turning
the spindle with his bare hand.
If the pounds keep going mysteriously dry on the flight will B W
B lock it up permanently
- navigation by appointment only?
Thirdly, the Board should, if they insist on these
paddles, try to educate the public how to use the new gear;
some people do not realise
that the paddle has to be wound down (the effort being slightly
greater than when lifting the paddle!).
Though I am pleased to note that the paddle positidén indicator
has
been made a lot clearer on these locks now.
Lastly, some suggestions.
B W B should leave perfectly good gate paddles as they
are,
rather than take them away before their useful life
is over.
The cutting down of paddles from four to two will add to lockage time, and the
Hanwell locks are by no means
small ones to fill. . Perhaps the Board could invent
a spindle that accepted both 14"
and 7/8" windlasses, so that the local Grand Union
navigator is not beaten entirely by
these paddles.
One final, happy note: because of the new paddle gear,
my wife now
enjoys the Hanwell flight rather than suffers it.
Roger Bliss.

LAST

BRANCH

MEETING

On 14 December members heard an extremely illuminating talk by David Wilcox, Planning
Correspondent of the Evening Standard, followed by a discussion which contrasted his own
no-nonsense approach to campaigning with our own oppressed lack of confidence.

Speaking as a journalist, Mr Wilcox examined the triangular relationships between planning
authorities, developers and the public.
A more aggressive consumerism was moving from a

concern with products towards a concern with services and the total environment we live in.

Amenity pressure groups faced common problems - though it was easier to oppose a plan than
to propose something totally neu.
The first need is to define objectives and issues, to
list our pressure priorities.
We then assess available methods - publicity media, formal
and informal information sources, research findings, etc.
But we don't have any money? then raise it:
a good case will find its own cash.
One major problem, looming larger in such comprehensive development schemes as Covent Gar-

den or the Docks area, is the conflict between the need to preserve the existing balance
of housing and employment for the existing community and the need to bring in new users
of land, who may need quite different skills in their work-force.

Mr Wilcox seemed firmly of the opinion that conservationists could not hope to succeed if
they ignored the social fabric which supported their parks, forests or riverside.
Even
a small stretch of water could hide many more planning issues than just the uses of that

water - as our case to the Paddinton Basin Inquiry so successfully revealed.

However, Mr Wilcox did admit that planning journalists had to stay topical, sven if they
did set the trends:
old buildings one year, waterways the next, then another topic. . e
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BRIEF

LETTERS

Sutton,

Several corresponder
seem to have got Dec
receipt of addressec
Ray Denyer of Readir
the Kennet & Avon Tr
ercial acumen, and i
inate development,
as a rank-and-file m
Tony Goddard of West
time and money to sp
to a BUB staff strik
to the Wendover Arm

Surrey

Dear Mr Atkin
Your correspondent in December 'Windlass', Mr Seal, states that he wishes to add his name
to the objectors to siting a fleet of Caribbeans at Pinkhill.

Perhaps the objection to 70-foot narrowboats on the canal
What will the next move be?
The Thames Navigation, even above Oxford, was designed for much larger craft
system.
As for being hazardous, lumbering monstrosities
than the mere 40'x 12'6" of a Caribbean.
which should be under the control of a professional skipper, they seem to me to be easily
It is a great pity
controllable, and an extremely safe and well-designed river cruiser.
that the canal system cannot accommodate them.

devoted (priorities _

waterway' Editor).

Apart from a week's cruise in a Caribhean I have no other interest in them or in the yards
I have hired many large cruisers on the Thames, and the Caribbean was far
operating them.
the most comfortable and among the easiest to manoevre, even above Folly Bridge to Lechlade.
R F Carter

CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS]
ー
HIGH

Witney, Oxon

Dear Sir

I was on the summit that day and at least one traditional style steel boat passed over and
down the Claydon flight during the afternoon before the locks from Claydon top to Cropredy
By late afternoon the water level at the weir above the top lock was
were to be closed.

down about (not to) 3 or 4 inches.
While accepting that the position was serious and that there was probably no alternative
to closure, let us get the facts right and not go on repeating the mistake of the local

E

I read with interest in December 'Windlass' of the stated condition of the summit level
the Oxford Canal and the serious water position that caused it to be closed in October.

LINE -

Cruise

able, modern craft;
diesel engine, tille:
4/6/8 berth craft avs
Based at Ealing on th
For brochure write Hi
Glenlivett (Mitchley
Surrey.
Or phone 01

LUXURY 45 ft STEEL NA
Spacious 2/4 berth:

fuel, 150 gall water,
Phone Farnborough (Wa

paper as a fact of life.

As to the suggestions to cope with this, it must first be realised that we had an excsptThere were of course pumps at Napton in the past and
ionally dry, if not warm, summer.
although they could be replaced I wonder whether it would be possible to pump up to CleyFrequency of traffic would hardly allow for much in the way of "waiting turns" other
don?
Applying a levy on the summit would hardly do what we want
than is practiced at present.
in that it would produce no more water and would just add generally to the licence fee in
effect.
I wonder, incidentally, who counted the boats going over the top,

CAMPSHE]

I do not remember any-

one counting me.
W. Hetherington

Sheringham
Dear Sir
Last year the North Norfolk Railway took delivery of 10,000 copies of 'The Standard Gauge
These were transported
Standard', which it publishes with five other preserved railways.
from the printers at Banbury to Peterborough by narrowboat, and I wish to repeat the trip
this year.
However, the cost is a little more than other modes of transport, and I will be grateful
if any members would contribute to the cost by sending any goods, parcels etc by the same
The boat, chartered
boat, as the papers only take up one-tenth of the space avaitable.
from Birmingham - Banbury - Peterborough and then back to Birmingham and operated by the
Birmingham & Midland Canal Carrying Company, should arrive at Peterborough about one week
The total cost last year was £45.
before Easter.

Would anyone interested please write to me direct at 7 Cheyne Place,

D T Morgan
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London 3 W 3.

‘Kennet Wat
on th

KENNET & AV
Reading — 7
50-passenger bo
for party hire.
Details: Bookir
14, Beech Lane
Reading, Berks.

Tel: Reading
COME CRUISING OF
ーー

POINTS IN BRIEF FROM YOUR LETTERS. .

.

Several correspondents have remarked on their late receipt of 'Windlass' - most readers
This was due to editorial delays, late
seem to have got December's issue on 3rd January.
None should recur.
receipt of addressed envelopes, and the Christmas peak period.
Ray Denyer of Reading points out that he is quite satisfied with current progress made by
the Kennet & Avon Trust, but resigned from its Council in frustration at its lack of commercial acumen, and in fear that restoration could be submerged in 'a morass of indiscrimHis publishing efforts will continue independently, and he will work
inate development’.
as a rank-and-file member of the Reading Branch.
Tony Goddard of West Ewell regrets our tendency to assume that all members have plenty of
time and money to spare - to pay levies on the Oxford Canal, for example, or to contribute
He also wonders why so much effort and worry is being given
to a BUB staff strike fund.
to the Wendover Arm when there are so many major schemes to which the time would be better
devoted (priorities are a problem, but I W A Objects commit us to saving 'every navigable

waterway' Editor).
CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

HIGH LINE - Cruise in one of our comfortable, modern craft; all have steel hulls,
diesel engine, tiller steering.

FOR SALE: Decorated, steel narrowboat
Lister 13 hp air cooled
cruiser, 39' 6".
Phone for details Staines 54907
Sleep 6-7.

Based at Ealing on the Grand Union Canal.
For brochure write High Line Yachting Ltd,

4 berth, centre cockpit, separate toilet,
Dunlopiliow mattresses, gas cooker, ample

4/6/8 berth craft available.

Well appointed 30 ft diesel Canal Cruiser -

Glenlivett (Mitchley Grove), Sanderstead,

Storage

Surrey.

Or phone 01-657-2711.

LUXURY 45 ft STEEL NARROW BOAT.

③

£1,900.
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Tel. Merstham 3912

Finest materials and workmanship

Custom built 1971.

Spacious 2/4 berth: H & C, shower, 3 cu ft fridge, full cooker, central heating, 75 gall
Phone Farnborough
£5,500.
Superb craft.
fuel, 150 gall water, Mercedes diesel.

Phone Farnborough (Warwicks) 653 evenings.

RIPARIAN OWNER SERVICE T.Harrison Chaplin Ltd.
ト dlesex
Meadhurst Park Nursery, SER aー
ス と

* 製
CAMPSHEDDING LANDING STAGES
NN, ANDSCAPING TREE PLANTING:=Y
Г

*, Illustrated brochure on
request
Tel.83371

»=

‘Kennet Water” Cruises
th
ue

Est.1907

“ADVENTURESS”
FOR YOUR PARTY CRUISE THROUGH
THE LOVELY

STORT VALLEY

KENNET & AVON CANAL
Reading — Tyle Mill
50- assenger boat available

P

for party hire. Public trips.
Details: Booking Manager,
I Seek Lane, Farley,

Reading, cars RG6 2PT
Tel: Reading 81115

CE

Trips from

14—3

hours.

Fully

licensed

Refreshments.

Sunshine roof, sidescreens if wet.

Toilet on board.

Coupled with set meals in the OLD GRANARY if required.

NOW AN OPPORTUNITY OF SEEING THE WATER
WHEEL RUNNING. MOORINGS AVAILABLE IN SECLUD.
ED AND SECURE SURROUNDINGS.

S.A.E. LEA and STORT HIRE CRUISES,
LITTLE HALLINGBURY MILL,

Nr., BISHOPS STORTFORD, HERTS.
Tel.: BISHOPS STORTFORD 723568

Let your FIRST CHOICE
be from the LARGEST
selection of BOATS & ENGINES

Be it
CABIN
CRUISERS

in the country at
The Boat
Showrooms of
Great Britain

or

SAILING
BOATS

HEAD OFFICE:
Drayton Marina, Betton Road, Market Drayton, Shropshire,
Tel : Market Drayton 3101/3102/2267
Barbridge Marina, Barbridge, Nantwich, Cheshire, Tel : Wettenhall 682/683.
Lymm Marina, Warrington Lane, Lymm, Cheshire, Tel : Lymm 2945.

Thorne Marina, Hatfield Road, Thorne, Nr. Doncaster. Yorks. Tel: Thorne 812316
Braunston Marina, Braunston, Nr. Rugby, Warks. Tel: Rugby 890325.
Hanbury Marina, Hanbury Road, Droitwich, Worcs. Tel: Droitwich 3002 and 4012.
Mountsorrel Marine Centre, 14-20 Loughborough Road, Mountsorrel, Nr. Loughborough Leics.
Tel: Rothley 2144
The Swag Boat Centre, Barns, Lane, Stubber‘s Green, Nr. Aldridge, Staffordshire.
Tel: Aldridge 55448
Nor’ West Marina, Canal Wharf, Galgate, Nr. Lancaster, Tel. Galgate 368
Leeds Boat Centre, 396a York Road, Leeds 9, Yorks, Tel: Leeds 27142.
Bristol Marine, Canons Road, Canons Marsh Bristol 1. Tel: Bristol 299626.
Shardlow Marina, Dobsons’ Boatyard, Shardlow, Nr. Derby. Tel: Shardlow 732.

LAD
THE BIG

NA

Be it
CABIN
CRUISERS

or
RUNABOUTS
and

INFLATABLES

or

SAILING
BOATS

and

ョ

LADYLINE

THE BIG NAME IN BOATING

Je.

Saint Line Cruisers
LA MONTAGNE - LA COLLANCELLE,
58 - CORBIGNY, FRANCE

€オヰ

4 & 6 Berth Luxury Cruisers for Hire
on the French Rivers and Canals
Continuous Hot and Cold Water

Navigation Charts

Flush Toilets
Transistor Radios
Hot Showers

Economical Diesel Engines
WHY NOT COMBINE A CONTINENTAL HOLIDAY WITH A
HOLIDAY
AFLOAT?
WRITE NOW FOR 44 PAGE COLOUR BROCHURE
Please mention WINDLASS when replying to advertisements

The
Grand Junction
Canal

The Grand Junction Canal
The great Grand Junction was one of England's premier
canals. Authorised in 1793 to run from the Thames at
Brentford to Braunston, to connect with existing or proposed lines to Birmingham, Northampton, Leicester, the Potteries and the North, it was Britain's longest barge canal.
Completed in 1805, 93% miles long with 101 locks and two

a
e

great tunnels at Braunston and Blisworth, having cost over a
million pounds,it quickly became busy with traffic and profitable to its shareholders. Alan H Faulkner has spent many
years upon his researches into Grand Junction history. Here

is the canal's story to the 1928 amalgamation, much of it
never previously published. /n/and Waterways Historiesseries
ALAN H FAULKNER
£3.75

The

Royal Military
Canal

The Royal Military Canal
The Royal Military Canal from Hythe to Winchelsea, one of
the only two waterways in Great Britain built by the state,

Published by

was designed as a defence against possible invasion by

Napoleon. But before it was finished the invasion threat,
thanks to the British fleet, had passed away. The last barge
used the canal in 1909, and now pleasure boats alone explore its evocative waters. Here is the story of the building
and operation of the Royal Military during the century of
its active life. Canal enthusiasts, local residents, and those
interested in military history will all find much that is new
to them in this delightful and readable book. /n/and
Waterways Histories series

P A L VINE

£3.25

DAVID E
CHARLES
Newton

Abbot

Devon

